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Purpose of Report 

The purpose of this report is to update committee on the detailed proposals within the Airdrie - 
Bathgate Railway and Linked Improvements Bill, and to determine any specific objections that the 
area partnership may wish to be recommend to the Planning and Environment Committee for 
approval to submit to the Scottish Parliament. 

Background 

There are three main stages in the Bill process, the Preliminary Stage, the Consideration Stage and 
the Final Stage. It is expected that the Bill process will take about a year. 

The Bill was introduced in to Parliament on Tuesday 30 May 2006. Any Objections to the Bill must be 
lodged in advance of the Preliminary Stage, explaining clearly the reasons and grounds for the 
objection. The 60-day objection period began on Wednesday 31 May and will end at 5.00pm on 31 
July - all objections must be received by that time and date. Only in exceptional circumstances would 
objections be considered by the Bill Committee after that date 

During the "Consideration Stage", when the Bill Committee formally 'hears' objections, only one 
person will present the case for any one specific objection. It is intended that an official will present 
the case on behalf of the Council. Of course, members of the public, or any other interested 
organisation who lodges an objection, may also wish to be the party who would present that 
argument to the Bill Committee. 

Current Proposals 

It should be recognised that the proposal bill will bring significant economic and social benefits to the 
Council and it is recommended that the Council clearly states its support for the Bill subject to 
reservations below. In order to submit these reservations it will be necessary to lodge an objection. 

Airdrie Station - The proposals within the Bill only allow for an additional 16 car parking spaces within 
Airdrie Station car park, even although the expected demand identified within the earlier study 
indicated an additional 110 spaces would be required. The reasons given for reducing the number of 
proposed additional spaces were: that objections were received in respect of the aesthetics and 
over-look of the proposed upper deck; and that there were land-ownership issues over the area of 
ground to the west of the car park (where some rear access is required). Concerns were also 
expressed that the increased parking would increase congestion however this could be mitigated by 
traffic management. Network rail has also advised that the cost of the car park structure is not 
economically justified. A recent 
survey of parking indicates that there are already some 100 rail commuter generated cars parked in 
town centre car parks. There is no current spare capacity in town centre parking. The proposals will 
have a further detrimental affect on the availability of town centre parking which will in turn adversely 
affect the economy of the town centre. This would be contrary to Government policy that states that 
transport should support economic growth. There is also likely to be increased parking in residential 
areas. 

Government transport policy also indicates that 
modal shift should be encouraged - this will not be achieved in Airdrie due to lack of parking at the 
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Station. The original rail study indicated a total of 410 spaces required in Airdrie. Drumgelloch station 
will accommodate 336 spaces and Airdrie will have 166. The overall parking level has therefore been 
achieved. Train frequency will be every half hour at Drumgelloch compared with every 15 minutes at 
Airdrie. This will make Airdrie more attractive and limit the amount of travel shift from Airdrie to 
Drumgelloch. There will therefore be a significant demand for parking at Airdrie Station that has not 
been met by the proposals. It is unlikely that the bill can accommodate additional land to provide 
ground level parking but the bill process may consider reinstatement of the additional deck . This will 
only accommodate some of the additional requirement 

It is recommended that the Council objects on the grounds of 
insufficient parking at Airdrie and at the same time also progress the provision of additional parking 
on alternative sites near Airdrie station with the Strathclyde Partnership for Transport (SPff). These 
alternative sites may offer a more cost-effective solution compared to the construction of a car park 
deck. Funding bids will be made to Transport Scotland subject to agreement with SPff. The Council 
and SPfT will also require to consider affects on park and ride provision at stations to the west of 
Airdrie and make further bids for assistance from Transport Scotland. 

3.3 Plains Station - The proposals within the Bill do not allow for a station at Plains. This is contrary to 
Government transport policy key aims of social inclusion, improving access to remote areas and 
areas of deprivation. There are presently no alternative bus services in the evening and a limited 
provision at weekends. There is a dial a bus service for disabled and a ring and ride service that do 
not operate after 1800hrs. These services are only suitable for occasional use and cannot provide a 
regular service required to access health, education or employment. Network rail suggested that the 
Council and SPfT provided start up funding for a rail shuttle bus. Past experience has shown that 
there is a very low success rate for this type of new service and this proposal cannot be relied upon 
to deliver the social and economic access required by the village of Plains. Average walking distance 
to the nearest proposed station at Clarkston is some 1.8km. which is above the recommended 
walking distance of 800m. Plains has a 
population of some 2350 (locality settlement figure for 2004) and the majority of the village lies in a 
Community Regeneration Fund area. There are an additional 400 houses with planning consent and 
under construction. The local Plan is currently under review and is considering proposals to release 
land for a further 300 houses. The Economic Activity and Locational Impact Analysis document 
prepared for the proposal gives statistical information which supports and demonstrates the need for 
reliable transport. The information is given for Plains and Caldercruix however the villages are similar 
and therefore this information is representative of Plains. Particular consideration should be given to 
the unemployment rate of 5.3% compared to the Scottish rate of 3.4%. The majority of the existing 
village has an Overall Deprivation (SIMD) and a SIMD Employment Deprivation both in the most 
deprived category with the remainder of the village being in the second highest category. Similar 
socio economic indicators also apply to education and income. Some 40% to 50% of households 
have no access to a car. The above report highlights the most significant impacts of the 
AirdrieIBathgate line will be felt by those without access to a car. It is therefore considered 
that there is significant social need and potential patronage from Plains that has not been adequately 
served the Council should reaffirm its previous request for a station at Plains. 

Network rail consider that the provision of a 
station at Plains would increase the journey time by 2 minutes and this would have a considerable 
detrimental affect on patronage from Glasgow to Edinburgh to such an extent to significantly affect 
the economic viability of the proposal. There are other existing stations whose surrounding 
population are already well served by a range of public transport services and it is recommended that 
the overall time table and stopping frequency along the route be examined to allow time to stop at 
Plains without adversely affecting overall journey time. 

The original technical study indicated there were no technical 
reasons to prohibit a station at Plains. A small car park may be required that could be 
accommodated within the proposed zone of influence and the A89 is of sufficient width to 
accommodate some on street parking. 

3.4 Cycletrack through Plains - The existing National Cycle Route (NCN 75) is routed along the existing 
railway solum, and is generally a pleasant safe traffic-free route between Drumgelloch and Bathgate. 
As a requirement of this project a new similar-standard route is to be provided, running generally 
parallel with the existing path. The council, the national cycling body Sustrans, and others, were 
consulted over the proposed re-routing. However, some sections of the proposed new route that 
were submitted within the Bill differ from that which had previously been discussed with, and 
generally agreed with, the council and Sustrans. In particular, the current proposals do not include for 
a section of cycle track within Plains, instead cyclists would have to travel along the A89 through 
Plains. Given the current traffic levels on that section of road, this would be neither traffic-free nor 
pleasant for the, substantially, family groups and leisure users who would have to use it. It is felt that 
a segregated traffic-free route should be provided through Plains. 
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Caldercruix Station northern car park - A car park had initially been proposed at Caldercruix Station 
to the north of the rail line, in addition to the main car park proposed to the south (accessible from the 
A89). This would have primarily served residents to the north of the village as well as communities 
immediately to the north of Caldercruix. The northern car park has been dropped within the Bill 
submission, in reaction to objections from local residents that had been received by Network Rail. It 
is anticipated that not all drivers from the areas mentioned above will drive around to the car park off 
the A89 but will instead park on-street on Station Road, however given consideration to the local 
residents it is recommended there should be no objection to this amendment. 

Cycletrack through Caldercruix - As noted in paragraph 3.4 above, the existing National Cycle Route 
(NCN 75) is routed along the existing railway solum. The Bill does not provide for a replacement 
cycletrack through Caldercruix, instead it is proposed that cyclists would cycle along Station Road. 
Station Road is within a 20’s Plenty advisory speed limit, which is of assistance to cyclists, however it 
would require them to cross the 8825 Eastfield Road. It is recommended that a crossing facility 
should be provided on Eastfield Road. 

Bedlormie Toll Bridge - The reinstatement of the rail line requires the replacement of Bedlormie Toll 
bridge, on the boundary between North Lanarkshire and West Lothian. This bridge has a history of 
road traffic injury accidents. Committee are asked to note that the Director of Planning intends to 
discuss options for improving safety at the bridge prior to its reconstruction with the outcome 
dependant on costlavailable funding and to be subject to Planning and Environment Committee 
approval. It is recommended there should be no objection to the bridge replacement proposal. 

Planning 
The Planning Section is currently closely considering the proposals and the content of the 
Environmental Statement. Any issues will be reported to the Planning and Environment Committee in 
July with a recommendation that they be included as objections in the Council’s response to the Bill 
.It is important that such representations are made at this stage as there will not be a planning 
application as such for the development. The Act, if passed, will have the effect of a planning 
permission for the authorised works. Notwithstanding, for certain types of works, ie bridges and 
buildings , the Prior Approval of the council as planning authority will be required, but largely only for 
the design and external appearance. Under the current procedures decisions on applications for 
Prior Approval are delegated from the Committee to nominated officers. 

Recommendation 

Committee is asked to: 

a) 

b) 
c) 

d) 

e) 

Note that the Airdrie Bathgate Railway and Linked Improvements Bill was introduced to 
Parliament on 30 May 2006; 
Note that the formal 60-day Objection Period ends at 5.00pm on 31 July 2006; 
Note that a Report will require to be presented to the Planning & Environment Committee in 
July 2006, to gain approval for the Council’s formal response/ terms of objection to the Bill; 
Approve of the above-noted objections being included within the Report to be presented to 
the P&E Committee; 
Advise of any other issues that they would wish to have lodged as objections. 

David M. Porch 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT 

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact David 
McDove, Traffic & Transportation Team Leader on 01236 616256. 
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